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SUMMARYOF SEAT EXPERIMENTS

The seats installed by Simula numbered 23 total, and figure I shows that 10
seats were installed in the "as is" condition and 13 were modified. Both groups in-
cluded a variety of seat experiments. The table also shows a brief summary of the
types of seats and modifications that were performed. The presentation given by
Dick Johnson (ref. 1) outlined what some of these typical modifications were.

STANDARD SEATS

PILOT SEAT 1

TRIPLE PAX, FORWARD-FACING 6

DUAL PAX, AFT-FACING 2

WALL-MOUNTED, FOLD DOWN, FLIGHT ATTENDANT 1

10
MODIFIED SEATS

LAP BELT E/A 2

REAR LEG E/A 4

TRIPLE PAX PROTOTYPE TRACK FITTINGS 1

FWD FACING COMPRESSION E/A 2

REAR LEG AND BRACE E/A 2

AFT-FACING WITH COMPRESSION E/A 1

WALL-MOUNTED, FOLD DOWN, FLIGHT ATTENDANT 1

13

Figure i.
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SEAT MODIFICATIONS

In general,the modificationswere concernedwith improvingthe retentionof the
occupant and seat structureto the existingaircraft structure. The designswere
matched to the strengththat the floor structurewas believedto have. There were
no energy absorbersintroducedfor the purposeof reducingthe loads on the occupant
such as is done in some crashworthyseat systemsfor small aircraft. This was as-
sumed to be inappropriatefor a transportseat. The energy absorberswere simply to
limit the loads applied to the floor of the aircraft. Other thingsdone to improve
seat retentionincludedreleasesbuilt into the structureto allow it to deform

rather than break and separate. Legs and seat pans were reinforced,with emphasis
placed on lateralbracing. The track fittingswere changed. A report on the design
of these experimentsis in preparation.
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POSITIONOF SEATEXPERIMENTSABOARDAIRCRAFT

Figure 2 shows where various seating experiments were in the aircraft; they
were arranged in two sets. There was a set of eight seats up front, a couple of
seats in between, and then another set of eight in the aft part of the aircraft.
The experiment was reproduced in this way because the G loading might have been
quite different in the aft portion of the cabin from that in the forward part of the
cabin. It was thought that data for two different crash environments might be ob-
tained. The pitch (seat spacing) on these seat experiments was very large compared
to a commercial transport. It was felt that if seats with the dummies in them were
put as close together as they would be in a commercial transport, the different seat
design s would interact with one another in an unpredictable and uncontrolled manner.
It was believed that if the seats interacted with the dummies striking seats ahead
of them it would not be possible to interpret the data. For example, it might be
impossible to differentiate between acceleration due to floor input and dummyim-
pact. Also, stroking seats mounted behind nonstroking seats could be a problem with
a small pitch. Therefore, the seats were isolated as much as possible in the
available cabin space. The placing of the seats also considered the proximity of
modified and unmodified seats of the same type and the probability of failure.

Seat tyDe B.S. Locations
/

A Standard 555, 865 /
B Standard 601J, 918 /C Standard 591, 814

D Aft Standard 696, 708
E MOD 539, 866 /

F MOD 654, 991
G MOD 608, 812
H MOD 605J, 918

BBB@BBBB

J Composite Standard 1064
K AFT MOD 754

P Standard with Prototype 762

Track Fittings
S Standard Flight Attendant 302

T MOD Flight Attendant 1380
X Pilot 228

Figure 2.
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LOCATIONOF FLOOR ACCELEROMETERS

Figure 3 shows where the accelerometerswere placedon the floor plan. There
were verticalaccelerometersat all locationsbecausethe floorwas not anticipated
to have much rigidityin that directionand the accelerationcould easily vary with
location. Becauseof the limitationsof data channels,the decisionwas made to
infer that the lateralaccelerationon one side of the aircraftwould be similarto
data obtainableon the other side. It was reasonedthat accelerationcould not vary
much in the lateraldirectionbecausethe structurehad much greaterrigidityin
that direction. The same reasoningwas appliedto the longitudinaldirection. The
lateraland longitudinalaccelerationswere measuredonly at selectedlocations.
Accelerometerswere also placedon the seat pan and in the dummy. There were also
tensiometerson the lap belts of the instrumenteddummiesand on the pilot and
flight attendantrestraintharnesses.

• VERTICAL (NORMAL) ._ \

Figure 3.
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TYPICALMOUNTINGLOCATIONOF BIAXIAL
AND TRIAXIALACCELEROMETERSIN THE FLOOR

The floor accelerometerswere mountedon the floor beams under the aisle end
legs of the seat structure,as shown in figure 4.

FLOOR TRACK I }

- "3 - -- -rI I j

ME

Figure 4.
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POSITIONOF ACCELEROMETERSON THE SEAT

All of the seats had an accelerometermountedat the hardestpoint on the seat
structure,on the seat pan near the rear leg (fig. 5). The leg that was closestto
the aisle was selectedbecauseit was likely to experiencethe highestdeceleration
due to the assymmetryof the seat structure. This was based on the assumptionthat
the more heavilyloadedwindow-endof the seat would yield first. On some of the
seats there was a secondaccelerometernear the window end (a uniaxiallongitudinal
accelerometeronly). It was placed there becausethe two ends of an assymmetric
stroking seat would probablyexperiencequite differentlongitudinalaccelerations.

SELECTED
SEATS

ALL SEATS AISLE

Figure 5.
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SEAT LOCATIONSWITH ACCELEROMETERS

Figure6 shows which seats were equippedwith the two differentarrangementsof
seat pan accelerometers.

/

_ _ _ F_O__

ACCELEROMETER•TRIAXIAL ORIENTATION___, __

• LONGITUDINAL

Figure 6.
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LOCATION OF DUMMYINSTRUMENTATION

The pelvis, thorax, and head of selected dummies were instrumented. All had at
least a triaxial pelvis accelerometer and lap belt tensiometers. Tensiometers were
also placed on the pilot and flight attendant restraint harnesses. Three dummies
had biaxial head accelerometers and either biaxial or triaxial thorax accelerom-
eters. (See fig. 7.)

ACCELEROMETERS

)RAX ACCELEROMETERS

LAP BELT TENSIOMETERS

PELVIC ACCELEROMETERS

Figure 7.
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DUMMY LOCATIONSWITH ACCELEROMETERS

Figure8 shows where the variousdummy instrumentationconfigurationswere
placed in the aircraft.

 0 000 00 -
 0|0 0 00 0

• PELVIS TRIAXIAL

• HEAD BIAXlAL & THORAX B

• HEAD BIAXlAL & THORAX

Figure8.
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POSTTESTOBSERVATIONS

Posttest observations revealed several occurences. None of the energy absorbers
was stroked in any way, due to the fact that there was not enough loading on the
modified seats. It was also observed that none of the dummies jackknifed over the
lap belts, indicating there was not a very high forward G loading. In a laboratory
test with a 9-G forward impact with appreciable velocity, the dummies will fold
over; they did not in this test. The only impact damage that we observed on the
seat structures occurred where the landing gear destroyed the floor structure.
There was some very slight seat pan deformation on some seats. There was a little
lateral deformation on seats near the area of floor damage. There was no damage to
any track fittings, but one seat, just behind where the floor was ripped, did have
one front leg fitting come out of the track.
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FLOOR ACCELERATIONS

The floor accelerationdata of interestoccurredwhen the aircraftstruck the

ground,and also when the aircraftstruck the obstaclesthat were to cut the wings.
Obstacleimpact is of some interestfor the crashworthinessexperimentsbecause
somewhatlarger accelerationsoccurredat this time. This is true in all axes. The
times associatedwith these events were as follows:

• Wing/groundimpact at approximately33731.06sec (2200msec)*

• Fuselage/groundimpact at approximately33731.46sec (2600msec)

e Fuselage/obstacleimpact at approximately33732.91sec (4050msec)

The obstacleimpact appearsmost severe in all axes.

*Data receivedbegins at 33728.86sec (used as startingtime of 0 msec).
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VERTICALFLOOR ACCELERATIONS(G) - GROUND IMPACT

Figure 9 shows verticalaccelerationduring ground impact. This includesthe
engine, and then the fuselage,strikingthe ground. Accelerationsare shown for
four differentpoints in the aircraft,at the aft flightattendantseat and at three
other points along the length of the cabin. There are accelerationssimilarto

those shown in reference2: 2-4 G accelerationsat most locationsand somewhathigher
at the flight attendantseat. The data is consistentwith the physicalobservations
made after the test. Figures10 and 11 show the longitudinaland lateralcomponents
of accelerationsat the same locations.
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Figure 9.
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LONGITUDINAL FLOOR ACCELERATIONS (G) - GROUND IMPACT
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Figure I0.
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LATERALFLOOR ACCELERATIONS(G) GROUND IMPACT
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Figure 11.
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VERTICALFLOOR ACCELERATIONS(G) OBSTACLE IMPACT

When the aircrafthit the obstaclesthere were some 15- to 20-G verticalaccel-
erationpeaks. (She fig. 12.) They were very sharp peaks, with little energy. That
is typicalof data for all three coordinateaxes. The channelfor seat F shows a
higher acceleration,but it is not reallyconsistentwith the other channels.
(Apparentlyan instrumentationproblemexisted.) This channelbehavedwell during
ground impact,but not after the aircrafthit the obstacle. Seriousdoubt exists
that there were accelerationsof such magnitude. Figures13 and 14 show the longi-
tudinaland lateralaccelerationcomponentsat the same locations.
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Figure 12.
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LONGITUDINALFLOOR ACCELERATIONS(G) OBSTACLE IMPACT
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Figure 13.
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LATERALFLOOR ACCELERATIONS(G) " OBSTACLE IMPACT
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Figure 14.
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FLOOR, SEAT, AND PELVIS ACCELERATIONS- GROUNDIMPACT

The next three figures (Figures 15-17) show vertical, longitudinal, and lateral
accelerations for the floor, seat, and dummy pelvis at Seat A. They are arranged so
that the floor accelerations near the bottom end of the seat leg, the seat pan accel-
eration near the top end of the leg, and the dummy pelvis accelerations above this
leg can be viewed simultaneously. The figures therefore display how the floor accel-
erations were transmitted through the seat/occupant system. The seat pan accelera-
tion is reasonably similar to the floor acceleration. This would be expected in
view of the relatively rigid seat leg structure and the fact that nothing deformed.
Therefore, this is a good indication that the data is probably valid. The pelvis of
the dummy responded somewhat differently, as expected. Approximate velocity changes
are shown for the three accelerations; they are not identical. But when the resolu-
tion of the data as indicated by the steps in the pelvis data is considered along
with other potential instrumentation errors, the correlation between the velocity
changes shown here is reasonably good. Also, note that these velocity changes are
reasonably consistent with the velocity changes that were demonstrated in references
2 and 3. For the longitudinal acceleration components (fig. 16), the seat pan
response again reflects the floor response fairly closely. For the lateral accel-
erations (fig. 17), the seat pan acceleration is not nearly as similar to the floor
acceleration. This is as expected, because the seat is much less rigid in the
lateral direction.

VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS- SEAT A (R.H.) GROUNDIMPACT
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Figure 15.
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LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATIONS SEAT A (R.H.), GROUND IMPACT
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Figure 16.
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LATERAL ACCELERATIONS " SEAT A (R.H.), GROUND IMPACT
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Figure 17.
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FLOOR, SEAT, AND PELVIS ACCELERATIONS' OBSTACLE IMPACT

The followingthree figures (figures18-20) show floor, seat, and pelvis data
for obstacle impact. This includesfour seat accelerationsalong the lengthof the
cabin, and seat and pelvis accelerationsfor Seat A.

The verticalseat accelerationsfor four seats along the length of the aircraft
are shown in figure 18, which shows that the accelerationson those seat pans during
obstacle impactare a functionof positionalong the aircraft. There are some
higher values than were seen on ground impact. There are very brief and occasional
accelerationsof over 20 G; sometimesthere is a sharp spike up to 40 G. However,
they are extremelysteep and narrow and representvery little energy. It therefore
does not appear unusualfor unmodifiedseats to have survivedthis impact.

Figure 19 shows the longitudinaldata duringobstacle impactfor the same four
seats. Again, the responseis shown to be most severe in the aft portionof the
aircraft.

Figure 20 shows the lateralaccelerationcomponent. Note that the main pulses
are wider. This is probablyconsistentwith the cutter tearingthroughthe aircraft
as it slid sideways.

VERTICALSEAT ACCELERATIONS- OBSTACLEIMPACT

Figure 18.
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LONGITUDINALSEAT ACCELERATIONS- OBSTACLE IMPACT
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Figure 19.
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LATERAL SEAT ACCELERATIONS- OBSTACLE IMPACT

4C 4C

20 20

Figure 20.
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VERTICALACCELERATIONS- SEAT A (R.H.),OBSTACLE IMPACT

The next three figures(figures21-23)show seat and dummy responseduring
obstacle impact. Figure 21 shows comparisonsof the floor, seat, and pelvis re-
sponse for Seat A. This was the most forwardseat in the cabin, and similardata
for this seat duringground impacthas alreadybeen shown. Again, the data is con-
sistent. The fact that the floor and seat pan accelerationsmatched fairlywell
gives confidencethat the transducerswere performingproperly. This is particular-
ly true of the verticalacceleration. The dummy responseis quite different,as
would be expected. However,the velocitychange for the dummy is also quite differ-
ent, and this is not so encouraging.

The longitudinaldata seen in figure22 also shows reasonablecorrelationbe-
tween floor and seat pan. Here, the dummy velocitychange is more nearlymatched to
that of the seat pan.

Figure 23 shows the lateralcomponentof accelerationduring ground impact. The
lesser stiffnessof the seat in this directioncauses more of a disparitybetween
floor and seat pan accelerations.

Figure 21.
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LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATIONS - SEAT A (R.H.), OBSTACLE IMPACT

Figure 22.
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LATERAL ACCELERATIONS SEAT A (R.H.), OBSTACLE IMPACT
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Figure 23.
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TYPICAL LAP BELT LOAD

Figure 24 shows a typical lap belt tensile load, with about a 300-1b peak.
This is a low load for a lap belt, and most of the lap belt data reviewed is
similar. It is relatively consistent with the measured G loads and the film data
which shows that the dummies did not jackknife.
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Figure 24.
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OVERHEADBIN ACCELERATIONS(G) - OBSTACLE IMPACT

Figure25 shows overheadbin data. The FAA had a few accelerometerson an
overhead bin that was placed in the aircraft. There was a mass attachedto the door
of the bin and the accelerometerwas mounted to its back. There are peaks of 6 G
or more in the verticaland longitudinaldirections. Higher values are seen in the
lateral direction. This data is from the time of obstacleimpact.
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Figure 25.
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CONCLUSIONS

Accordingto preliminaryexaminationof the data, out of 179 data channels that
were onboardthe aircraftin supportof the seat experiments,there is data from
168. There was a somewhatmore severe environmentimposedin the structureby the
obstaclesthan by the ground impact. Therefore,both ground impact and obstacle
impactare of interestfor crashworthinessexperiments. Most of the data channels
that were studiedare fairlyconsistentwith the physicalevidence: they show
accelerationlevels that are reasonable,and in many cases these integrateout to a
reasonablevelocitychange.

Finally, from observationthus far, the ground impactdid not fail or significantly
damage any seat. Nor did any of the energy absorbersin the modified seats extend.
The accelerationsdo not appear high enough and/orenergeticenough to cause this to
happen. Of course,at this time, the onboard films have not been studied;only some
videotapeshave been viewed. Some of the seats were so badly damagedby the fire
that any failureswhich might have occurredwere obscured. A close examinationof
the onboard films using a stop-actionprojectorwill allow a more thorough
evaluation.
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